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Structure and function



Complex Disease















Speed, understanding and accuracy are 

the key to save lives





AI InternetBioengineering



A biological system can be understood as a complex node network 

united by intricate connections at multiple scales 
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There are techniques to detect their interactions



Advanced, multi-proposal detection 

devices can be created











Liquid biopsies are becoming more 

efficient and powerful, and less invasive
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It is possible to integrate, analyze and send information from 

almost any place or situation, and increasingly fast



Internet allows massive sets of interconnected devices to act as 

powerful computing architectures



The great advances in hardware and software have supported a             

huge development in the field of Artificial Intelligence



Deep Neural Network systems have demonstrated 

their amazing potential 

With enough training, they can recognize subtle patterns 

to solve difficult tasks



They can infer the system state

from the detections and previous knowledge











Recognizing nuances

that were invisible before







Thanks to the Internet



Systems can serve wherever it is needed



Providing the key information 

to clinicians



To fight complex diseases 

more efficiently















Non-supervised Learning systems are the perfect expansion tool

They can define new interesting patterns using raw data, which could 

then be used to train more neural networks





The goal is an architecture that becomes more 

efficient and powerful with time
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Bacteria: robots of 21st century
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How can we modify plasmids?
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Synthetic biology



ARIA: Antibiotic Resistance Inference Array



Artificial Neural 
Networks



What are they?

Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence
that allows machines to learn, with respect to a
particular task, without being explicitly programmed to
do so.



Basic Structure



Perceptron



Layers and activation functions



Gradient Descent



Backpropagation



ARIA’s function



CRISPR-Cas12a biosensor 
library: Alexandria

Laisa Bonin i Rallo
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CRISPR-Cas 



But, why?
What does this mean? 



Before CRISPR-Cas…
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How is that possible?
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GENE EDITING



Cas12a for Antibiotic 
Resistance diagnosis
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Collateral trans-cleavage
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Thanks for your attention!
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